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BUILDING THE FUTURE WITH FRACTION META (FTM)
A NEW VERSION OF REALITY
Fraction Meta (FTM) is an open source blockchain that combines the best features of public and private blockchains
to offer scale and speed to everyone who wishes to build, work or play on the metaverse.
Supporting art and the artist hand is something we are very passionate about at Fraction Meta, and being able to showcase
the incredible work of artists from all over the world is one of the best exhibitions in our ecosystem, Fraction will have a
space to showcase the art and skill of talents not only in the art world but also in sport. Fraction has a future immersed in
technology and we are open to join the context and demands of technological advancement, we will walk at the forefront of
modernity and advancement of cryptography, arousing the interest of our community and keeping alive the functionality
and purpose of our asset.

MISSION
Creating a platform of easy technical and organizational access, which allows holders to develop their capabilities and
imagination within the Metaverse, our goal is the benefit of the holders with the fast and viable exchange on the blockchain.

FRACTION METAVERS UTILITY
Fraction is the main currency and utility token used in the Fraction metaverse. It will allow you to get a number of
virtual assets. Fraction Meta's unique NFT collection (FTM) will be a bulwark as a digital asset for our community,
geared towards culture, art and virtual and electronic sport.

AN ECOSYSTEM SUITABLE FOR THE METAVERSE
What is Fraction Metavers?
Art and culture have found their maximum expression and potential through Web3, games and recreation are a vital
part of today's world. In this way Fraction Meta (FTM) seeks through the blockchain to be part of the impact it has on
culture.
Fraction Metavers has been created to support everything that is to come in crypto, backed by its community and
ecosystem.

What is the Metaverse?
It is the way between the physical world and the virtual world, focused on the decentralized open source virtual world,
the origins are arise from cryptographic protocols to manage the digital asset, example: Digital culture and art, real
estate and technological advertising spaces.
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ORIGENES NFT
The first collection of NFT would be for each person who wants to buy and the purchase of the NFT will be thrown with
FTM once you buy the nft when the token will rise in price the NFT will have a much higher value to hold FTM will be in
benefit of all 1% once sold are distributed among the users will be like a type of Staking that each one will receive
whenever it holds. It will have a spatial value, they will be scarce and will be of two types NFT Unicos and NFT that will
have more cantidas (exemplo: the unique NFT will exist only 1 unit in the BSC blokchain contract and those that will have
more quantity exemplo: For each NFT there will be 2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10 with a maximum of 10 units each nft).
That is to say the NFT UNicos would be existing 1 unit
The NFT with the highest quantity will have a maximum of 10 units that can be purchased.

PLAY AND WIN FRACTION
Fraction Meta (FTM) will be the governing token that people will be able to earn by completing game challenges.

FARM AND CHARACTER TRADE
Fraction Meta (FTM) will be needed to accumulate characters that can be used for play.

METAVERSE
A unique game planet, where Fraction Meta (FTM) will be the chain key for the cornerstone.

SUPER FRACTION
Super Fraction will be our flagship game, from this engineering we will open the field to real estate and access to the
entire virtual world.

COMPETE AND HAVE FUN
Users can play super Fraction, invite their friends and family and network system in the virtual world.
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TOKENOMIC
Ticker

Fraction Meta

Symbol

FTM

Token Type

Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

Total Supply

1.500.000.000

Contract

0x75c8dbEf72422503d84482f88D9286A44E91015A

Marketing

7% of self-assessments
Stabilize the price and reduce the price – impact.
1% reward
1% of each transaction is automatically distributed to each holder.
1% burn
To decrease supplies, our smart contract burns tokens in every transaction.
1% donation
Aimed at the support and development of the ecosystem.

First burning of 500,000,000 FTM was burned once liquidity was added to increase the price

PHASES OF THE FRACTION METAVERS
STEP 1
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

White Paper
Social Media
Website Development
Website Launch
Marketing Campaign
1000 Holders
1000 members on Telegram
Going to Market
Coingecko
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STEP 2
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

❖

3000 Holders
Marketing Campaign
Coimarketcap
Launch of NFTs Store Integration to the Metaverse
Donations
Audit

STEP 3
❖
❖
❖
❖

Launch of an Alliance
Juego Super Fraction Metavers
Listed on multiple Exchanges
Mass marketing

STEP 4
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Launch of the Fraction Wallet
20000 Headlines
App Fraction pasos
Open Ecosystem Network
Fraction Event

STEP 5
❖
❖
❖

300 000 Holders
More listed on Exchange
Fraction Metavers Asset Expansion

STEP 6
❖
❖
❖

Website Update
Super Fraction actualizado
App integration update

STEP 7
❖

Surprise to the community
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The total burning is at: 33.00% will increase every time more
We leave the link so you can look at it every time you want: Click Here to see the Burning

Our Public Contract in Binace Smart Chain : Click Here to see the Public Contract
It can be purchased through PanCakeSwap, PooCoin and Bogged.Finance (this Swap is available only for mobile phones and Cold
Wallets type Ledger)
The graph can be seen in the same swaps only add the contract :
0x75c8dbEf72422503d84482f88D9286A44E91015A

Twitter – Click here to enter Twitter
Liquidity blocked for 6 months that is almost unlocked is added 1 year more.

Whitepaper Version 1.0
will be updated
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